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Abstract 

In recent years, research in data provenance has attracted a lot of attention, since it 

helps to judge the relevance and trustworthiness of the information enclosed in the data. 

However, many webpages still lack provenance annotation, and this is a main obstacle of 

tracing the content. In this paper, we propose a model for on-line Web paper variation, 

based on the W3C PROV Data Model. A semantic similarity clustering method is adopted 

to determine the relationship within the documents derivation, and feature words 

variation and the responsible person can be found with the aid of PROV-O. To verify this 

model, a detailed case study is shown in this paper. 

 

Keywords: semantic web, linked data, data provenace modeling, PROV-O, web content 

derivation 

 

1. Introduction 

Provenance, refers to origin of data product. It allows us to verify their quality, to 

discover the dependences between data items, and to decide whether they can be trusted. 

Data provenance is a hot topic in the Semantic Web field [1]. Provenance is an essential 

part of trust and value assessment of web content, as it describes everything involved in 

producing this content. The PROV-AQ document t[2] describes several options to access 

provenance: providing a link header in the HTTP response of the resource; providing a 

link element in its HTML representation; providing a prov:has_provenance relation in its 

RDF representation. However, most of existing web content does not have these 

information. It is therefore necessary to discover provenance information on web content 

in automated ways. 

In regard to discovering provenance information on the web automatically, prior work 

of the semantic community can be grouped in two main categories. (1) Use analysis of the 

annotated historical datasets with complete provenance information to capture semantic 

associations that may imply identical provenance [3]. (2) Develop automatic collecting 

system runs at the operating system level [4]. In [5], authors investigated the 

characteristics and requirements of provenance on the Web and described how the Open 

Provenance Model (OPM) can be used as a foundation for the creation of W3P, a 

provenance model and ontology designed to meet the core requirements for the Web. 

Recent studies [6] have focused on high-level knowledge provenance. We agree with the 

author on the fact that providing information as RDF and liking to LOD cloud would 

make provenance metadata more transparent and interlinked with other sources. 

PROV-DM (PROV Data Model) is recommendation from the W3C on representing 

provenance and has been applied to various use cases. For example, authors in [7] 

developed a simple extractor and used PROV-DM to encode the essential elements in 

express history of revisions in Wikipedia. In [8], authors describe a prototype of a multi-

signal pipeline for reconstructing provenance and show preliminary results of 
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reconstructing dependencies between documents in the context of clinical guidelines and 

associated documents which model the history of clinical guidelines with PROV Such 

work facilitates the understanding of provided recommendations by practitioners. List of 

implementations reported to the PROV Working Groups [9] has been over 65 and still 

continue to grow. 

PROV was deliberately kept as generic and extensible as possible, to allow for all 

possible use cases. For example, authors in [10] present the Political Roles (PRoles) 

ontology, an OWL2 DL ontology for the description of political relationships between 

persons. Building upon existing the Provenance Ontology (PROV-O) .PRoles provides a 

clear ontological characterization of political roles and related events, establishing a link 

between the description of such concepts and the documents from which this information 

is distilled.. A general extension to PROV-DM was proposed by [11] in order to capture 

the concept of uncertainty in two ways: uncertainty in provenance statements and 

uncertainty about the content of an entity whose provenance is assessed. This last 

extension is very useful when algorithms with a certain degree of uncertainty are used to 

assert the provenance. 

Our contributions are as follows: in this paper, we introduce a number of new attribute 

values to extend PROV-DM [12], to govern the use of these attributes values. In more 

detail, we provide: (1) a structured ontology for information variation and provenance on 

web content; (2) extensions of entities and activities relevant for web content; (3) we 

apply the similarity and clustering approach for extracting the entity and properties, and 

(4) through the property recognition by named entity relation extraction, document 

properties can be built, linking to the LOD cloud. 

 

2. Analysis Classes and Properties of PROV-O in our Research 

The PROV Ontology (PROV-O) defines the OWL2 Web Ontology Language encoding 

of the PROV-DM. We begin by providing an overview of the PROV provenance model 

PROV-O[12] provides us with three essential (core) elements: entities, activities and 

agents. 

Entities (class prov: Entity) are arbitrary things we want to describe the provenance of. 

They can have relations between each other. The notable relation between entities are the 

derivation of an entity from another (prov:wasDerivedFrom) 

Activities (class prov: Activity) act upon entities. Mainly include the usage (prov:used) 

of an entity by an activity, the generation (prov:wasGeneratedBy) of a new entity by an 

activity. 

Agent (class prov: Agent) has responsibility. For the existence of entities, it is 

expressed by the property prov:wasAttributedTo; for past activities, the responsibility of 

an agent is expressed by prov:wasAssociatedWith. 

A prov:collection is subclasses of prov:entity which provides a structure to some 

constituents and are themselves entities. These constituents are said to be member of the 

collections described with property prov:hadMenber. In this research, we take the 

document as the collection of feature properties and the feature properties of the 

document as members of the entity. 

We briefly summarize the alternation and specialization relation in PROV-O as 

properties: prov:alternatedOf, prov:wasGeneralizedBy  and prov:specializationOf . 

prov:alternatedOf can be used to specify same thing in different backgrounds or the same 

thing from different views, which is similar to owl:seeAlso , owl:sameAs or 

skos:exactMatch. prov:wasGeneralizedBy and prov:specializationOf refer to the 

relationship between the upper and lower concepts. So prov:alternatedOf can be mapped 

to owl:sameAs, owl:seeAlso or skos: exactMatch; prov:wasGeneralizedBy can be mapped 

to skos:broader and prov:specializationOf can be mapped to skos:narrower. Shows as 

Table 1. 
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Table 1. Mapping Between General Ontology and Prov Ontology 

General Ontology Properties of PROV  

owl:sameAs，owl:seeAlso skos:exactMatch, prov：alternatedOf 

skos:broader prov：wasGeneralizedBy 

skos:narrower prov：specializationOf 

 

The PROV Ontology (PROV-O) defines the OWL2 Web Ontology Language encoding 

of the PROV Data Model This ontology is a lightweight ontology that can be adopted in a 

wide range of applications. The classes and properties in PROV Ontology are defined 

such that they can not only be used directly to represent provenance information, but also 

can be specialized for modeling application-specific provenance details in a variety of 

domains. Thus, the PROV Ontology is expected to be both directly usable in applications 

as well as serve as a “reference model” for creating domain-specific provenance 

ontologies and thereby facilitates interoperable provenance modeling [12].  

In next section, we introduce a number of new attribute values to extend PROV, and 

relevant extensions to PROV-Constraints [7] to govern the use of these attributes values. 

 

3. Modeling Paper on-Line 

The PROV-POL model refers to paper on line provenance. The purpose of PROV-POL 

is to offer an easily reusable model to trace the content and acquire data provenance, 

especially offering maximum expressiveness. For another, we borrowed the already 

defined concepts from PROV-DM wherever possible, and defined our own extensions for 

specific use cases. This way we improve clarity and we encourage reusability of the 

model.  

 

3.1 Entity Extension 

In order to model papers that are published by users, we propose the following 

extensions that are subtypes of prov:Entity: 

prov-pol:Paper: denotes the general class of Papers. 

Papers on the web might be original papers or revised papers. We define the following 

categories as subtypes of prov-pol:Paper: 

prov-pol:OriginalPaper denotes an original paper that is not derived from any other 

paper and the user who published it is the author of  a specific paper. 

prov-pol:RevisedPaper denotes a paper that is produced by modifying an existing 

paper. This means that the user who submits such a paper may or may not share the 

original opinion of the original paper. It is possible that the information carried by the 

original paper is altered.  

prov-pol:P denotes a property which can mainly express the main concept or metadata 

of specific on-line paper. 

 

3.2 Activity Extension 

Next we define the following activity that refers to paper revision and is a subtype of 

prov:Activity 

prov-pol:RevisePaper denotes a generic revision of a paper. It must generate a prov-

pol:Paper, and may use another prov-pol:Paper. 

Note that the subtype of the generated prov-pol:Paper (original or revised) can be 

inferred from the usage of another prov-pol:Paper by the prov-pol:RevisePaper. If the 

content of the generated Paper was altered from that of the used one, it is a prov-pol: 

RevisedPaper.  
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Whereas an original Paper does not have dependencies on other Papers, revised Papers 

can be traced back to their original sources through derivation. PROV-O already provides 

most of the concepts needed to model this, in the form of prov:Revision, and 

prov:PrimarySource. 

We observe that paper3 was indirectly derived from paper2. To model this dependency, 

we introduce the concept prov-pol:IndirectDerivation. This way we can model multi-step 

provenance and trace how Papers are being derived, without being restricted to the 

previous step only. 

At this point, we express the following constraints: 

An prov-pol:OriginalPaper cannot be derived from a prov-pol: Paper. 

A revised Paper should always be derived from another Paper. Generation of a provpol: 

RevisedPaper and usage of a prov-pol:Paper by a prov-pol:RevisePaper implies that the 

first Paper was derived from the later by prov:Revision. 

 

3.3 Agent Extension 

We define the following agent is a subtype of prov:Agent  

prov-pol:OriginalAuthor denotes an original author whose paper is not derived from 

any other paper and the user who published it is the author of  a specific paper. 

prov-pol:AuthorFollower denotes an author whose paper is produced by modifying an 

existing paper.  

A prov-pol:Paper is always attributed to a user prov:Agent using the relationship 

prov:wasAttributedTo. 

 

4. Web Content Provenance Approach 
 

4.1 Analysis of Webpage Direvation 

Suppose there are any two web documents a and b, if time（docb）> time（doca）, 

then the following two probabilities may occur: (1) Document a is direct sources of 

document b; (2) Document b is not directly changed from document a, instead, document a 

straightlyimpact the document c, or, from document a to document b may go through a 

number of steps in the process of variation(prov-pol:IndirectDerivation). In general, the 

notable features of web text provenance are that the variation details are often unknown 

and cannot be informed of specific processes. 

In PROV-O, prov:Derivation is a class that means conversion from one entity to another 

entity, reconstruction of one entity to another or a new entity resulting from entity 

updating. Derivation may consist of the following process: the entity B is produced from 

entity A, and the activity between these two entities is a specific conversion derivation; 

however, changes may also be not uncertain, such as changes from entity A to entity K, 

which experiences several evolutions. However, specific changes between entities and the 

details of activities are often unknown.  
 

4.2 Analysis of Web Content Properties 

Vocabulary is the element of the document; derivations of a Web page content are 

represented by changes of vocabulary, especially vocabulary that reflects the subject of the 

topic, namely metadata. Therefore, by adopting the PROV-O, we make the following 

assumptions: there are two types of entities, one is the document entity, and the other is 

document properties. Because the document feature description consists of multiple 

semantic properties, semantic property is defined as a member of the document entity. The 

document belongs to a specific field, and the semantic property mainly refers to the 

metadata of the article, assuming that the creation time of all documents is available. Our 
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aim is to analyze the document provenance relationship through semantic properties 

automatically. 

Based on the above analysis, we developed the following schema: (1) finding similar 

pages and discovering agents (Prov:agent); (2) tracing property changes and finding 

derivations in detail. 

 

4.3 Automatic Discovery Processes for Document Provenance 

 

Compare document 
and clustering 

Document 
sorting

Similarity 
calculation

Document 
collection

Derivation discovery

Author discovery

Provenance discovery by 
ontology

 

Figure 1. Automatic Discovery Processes for Document Provenance 

As shown in Figure 3, documents are collected first and are then clustered by document 

clustering algorithms. Then, the documents are sorted according to the time for the same 

cluster. Second, through the calculation of text similarity, the maximum document 

similarity under the same clustering can be found. After determining the relationship 

between entities according to the PROV model, those responsible are identified. From the 

above steps, similar documents and the agents are determined. Finally, details of document 

changes are discovered by the internal property variation of the document, mainly through 

named entity recognition extraction. The relationship of the document and the property are 

established and linked to the LOD cloud by software. Then, the upper and lower properties 

or similar properties can be found through the ontologies in LOD. As a result, the 

provenance of changes can be located with fine granularity.  

 

5. The Process Procedures 
 

5.1 Similar Document and Agent Discovery Based on Document Clustering  

Assume that the same document has semantic similarity after variations. Documents 

were clustered according to semantic similarity first, and Ts is set as similarity threshold 

decided by empirical test. If any two documents belong to the same cluster, given 

document doca, the condition that document similarity between doca and docb is always 

greater than any other document similarity with known documents doca, and the release 

date of docb is later than doca, namely, time (docb) > time (doca). We consider docb 
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originated from doca and modified it. From the above procedure, the relationship 

“wasDerivedFrom” between entity doca and entity docb, is determined by the PROV 

model, and the “used” or “wasGeneratedBy” relationship between entities and activities 

can also be determined. 

Normally, authors or editors of the document, those who are responsible for similar 

documents, can be found through document metadata tagging. For example, 

foaf:givenName. 

 

5.2 Tracing Property Changes in Details Within a Cluster 

Because the document has been modified, some semantic property changed, and others 

remained the same. These changes will be represented by PROV-O with alternative, 

generalization and specialization. Some properties are ignored and some new properties 

are added. 

In this research, we acquire the properties of the document by applying named entity 

extraction technology. Once the properties are identified, we define the activity property 

usage to link the property and the document that the property belongs to and to obtain 

agent information by semantic comparisons. However, to trace at the fine-grained level, 

modeling of alternative, generalization and specialization are described. As Figure 5 

shows, according to the PROV-O model, new property Pj may be alternateOf or 

specializationOf or wasGeneralizedBy Pi. Generation is the completion of production of a 

new entity by an activity. This entity did not exist before generation and becomes available 

for usage after this generation. As Figure 4 shows, 
 

prov-pol:

OriginalPaper
prov-pol:

RevisedPaper

prov-pol：
RevisePaper

prov:used prov:wasGeneratedBy

prov:alternatedOf

prov:pecializationOf

prov:wasGenerlizednOf

 

Figure 2. Illustration for Property Derivation 

Because relationship between the property and the document is a type of “memberOf” 

relationship, the provenance of a document can be discovered through the properties of the 

document. For example, assuming we can identify properties of document1 as P1, P2, and 

P3 and properties of document2 as P3, P4, and P5, comparing document properties of 

document1 and document2, P3 is a common property, and P4 is a refinement of P2 

(specializationOf). Namely, the revision activity used P2 and generated property P4. 

Property P1 was ignored, and P5 was added, as shown in Figure 5. 
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prov:hadMember

prov:used prov:wasGeneratedBy

prov:specializationOf

    prov:used

prov:wasAttributedTo

prov-
pol:OriginalAuthor

Prov-
pol:AuthorFollower

prov-pol:RevisePaper
prov-pol:

OriginalPaper

prov-pol:p1 prov-pol:p2 prov-pol:p3

prov-pol:

RevisedPaper

prov-pol:p4 prov-pol:5prov-pol:p3

prov:collection1 prov:collection2

prov:hadMember

prov:wasAttributedTo

prov:wasGeneratedBy

type=foaf:Person,prov:Agent

foaf:givenName=”Baohua”
foaf:mailBox=bbb@sina.com

type=foaf:Person,prov:Agent

foaf:givenName=”Alan”
foaf:mailBox=aaa@gmw.com

 

Figure 3. PROV Model for Property Derivation of Paper 

Case study and verification to illustrate the problem and assess the results more clearly, 

we choose gm news topics as an example. References are not needed in news report, which 

leads to a lack of ability to determine the original source or content, especially inner 

changed content. The approach of this paper aims to fill this gap by detecting the variations 

from one release to another and finding the provenance and intermediate revision. 

1) Sample selection and experimental platform. GM is becoming a hot topic in food 

safety. We use this topic as an example to test news provenance. The corpus of this 

research was derived from www.sina.com.cn and news.gmw.com, with 500 papers. We 

use Java as code and choose Weka as clustering engine. For segmentation engine, we use 

IKAnalyzer.  

2) Preprocess before clustering. The preprocessing before clustering consists of the 

following basic processes: preprocessing, Chinese word segmentation, statistical 

calculations, and feature extraction. 

Pre-processing. This case applied a relational database to store content with UTF-8 

encoding format. 

Chinese word segmentation. Take the continuous text content into Word collection (bag 

of words), taking into account the well-known Chinese "three noes" issue that requires a 

dictionary, including specialty dictionaries, as well as stop words dictionary support. The 

IKAnalyzer default dictionary is used while adding the GM-related vocabulary. This 

process generates a structured dataset shown as Figure4. 

 

News 1 word1 word2 word3 …… word5 word6 word7

News 2 word5 word7 word10 …… word15 word16 word17

News 3 word16 word19 word20 …… word27 word20 word3

News 80 word16 word19 word20 …… word27 word20 word3

……

 

Figure 4. Chinese Word Segmentation Structure 

Statistical calculations. The statistics obtained in the previous step to obtain the weight 

of each word in the document are used to obtain the properties of the vector representation. 

TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) [13] is often used to construct 

a vector space model in information retrieval. It evaluates the importance of a word in a 

paper. The importance increases proportionally with the number of times that a word 
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appears in a paper, compared to the inverse proportion of the same word in the whole 

collection of papers. Specifically, Suppose N represents the number of words in a paper; M 

is the total number of words in a single paper; D represents the total number of papers; Dw 

represents the number of papers in which the keyword appears. Then, we calculate the 

weight W=TF*IDF as: TF=N/M; IDF=log (D/DW). The term, which is highest in the score 

of TF*IDF, can best express the subject of the content. 

Generally, the vocabulary is large; thus, we select important words to express the paper 

properties in a reduced volume. Suppose Di represents document i,Ti represents term j,and 

Wij represents the weight of term j in document i. The weight vectors can be got. We sort 

the weight and select the terms(properties) with higher W value. 

3)Using K-means algorithm for text clustering. Because the characteristics of the 

concept set in this research belong to the no sample set, the k-means algorithm is used. 

Taking each sample as a vector of the space, the dimensions of the vector space equal the 

number of properties of the concept.  

Figure 8 is the clustering results output in XML format. In which, each branch 

represents a cluster category, each leaf represents an article in a cluster, and each value 

corresponds to the news number.  

 

 

Figure 5. The Clustering Results Output in XML Format 

From the steps above, similar documents are get together by clustering. 

4) Semantic metadata generation. The OpenCalais Web Service [14] automatically 

creates rich semantic metadata for the content submitted – in well under a second. Using 

natural language processing (NLP), machine learning and other methods, Calais analyzes 

the document and finds the entities within it. However, Calais goes well beyond classic 

entity identification and returns the facts and events hidden within the text. Calais is now 

officially part of the Linking Open Data (LOD) Cloud. The Calais ecosystem is exposed 

via Linked Data endpoints. When Calais extracts an entity from a given text, it also returns 

an entity URI. This URI is dereferenceable–we can submit an HTTP request, 

programmatically or via a browser, and get in response useful information and links to 

other Linked Data and Web assets– all relevant to the entity that is described by the URI. 

Currently, OpenCalais supports English, French, and Spanish, but it does not support 

Chinese. 

Cluster 

News 

Cluster Center 

http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/pub/lod-datasets_2009-03-05.png
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News articles are often not sufficiently marked with descriptive metadata and require 

tagging to obtain accurate metadata. OpenCalais is a well-constructed, thoroughly tested 

and free of NER service. However, because OpenCalais currently does not support Chinese 

and surveys[16] show that Google has the overall highest quality among online translation 

tools, we chose the Google online translation tool and call the Google API for auto-

translation before sending data.  

5) The maximum similarity calculation. Tversky's “Contrast Model” [15] systematizes 

this feature approach. A central assumption of the model is that the similarity of object a to 

object b is a function of the features common to a and b ("A and B"), those in a but not in b 

(symbolized "A-B") and those in b but not in a ("B-A"). A diagram exemplifying this is 

shown in Figure 8. Similarity is not just a function of common features but depends on 

features that are unique to each object, and the relative importance of these features varies 

with the parameters y and z.  
 

 

Figure 6. Tversky's “Contrast Model” 

Based on this and several other assumptions, Tversky derived the following 

relationship:  

S(a,b) = xf(a+b) – yf(a-b) – zf(b-a).  

Here, S is an interval scale of similarity, f is an interval scale that reflects the salience of 

the various features, and x, y and z are parameters that provide for differences in focus on 

the different components. 

In our project, f(a-b) expresses some properties which are ignored by document b and 

f(b-a) expresses some properties are added by document b. The common properties (for 

example:W,H,G) mean the properties are semantically similar, including synonyms, 

hypernyms, and hyponyms. This is because semantic properties have been identified in the 

NER steps and these properties are already linked in the LOD cloud, we can follow or 

dereference these links and connect to a linked data set, such as DBPedia, providing 

synonyms, hypernyms, and hyponyms. Synonyms include owl:sameAs and 

skos:exactMatch; hypernyms and hyponyms are SKOS:broader and SKOS:narrower, 

respectively. By using the method described in Section 2, we create the proper derivation, 

utilization and generalization relationships. 

The maximum degree of similarity was obtained by calculating the public properties 

according to the comparison model above and finally we get the chain of data provenance. 

As illustrated by Figure 7. 
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prov:used prov:wasGeneratedBy
prov-pol:RevisePaperNews no.19 News no.20

Press:光明日报
Date:2014-04/18/

Time:09:00:43  
Content:4月15日，法国国民议会表决通过
由本届政府提交的、旨在禁止种植美国孟

山都810号转基因玉米的法律草案，以立
法形式保障该项禁令，这也填补了法国禁
止转基因作物种植的法律空白。…

Press:新京报
Date:2014/05/07/

Time:02:30:00    
Content:5日，法国参议院上院通过法案，禁止在法国种植转基因玉
米。此前，禁种转基因玉米案已在法国下院即国民议会获得通过。据报
道，4月15日，法国国民议会表决通过由本届政府提交的、旨在禁止种
植美国孟山都810号转基因玉米的法律草案，以立法形式保障该项禁

令，这也填补了法国禁止转基因作物种植的法律空白。…

Prov-pol:wasDerivedFrom

 

Figure 7. Example of Discovered Provenance Use Case 

 

6. Experimental Results 

We use OpenCalais to obtain the set of properties in a specific cluster and select the 

Tversky algorithm for similarity calculation in the same cluster. We calculate the 

maximum similarity while harvesting f(a-b) and f(b-a). Tracing different property changes 

in similar papers by f(a-b) and f(b-a),we can get the property collection. With a field 

ontology dictionary, the relation, such as alternateOf or specialization or generlizationOf, 

in the PROV model can be acquired. 

Paper no.19 and paper no.20 are the most similar, and the named entity are extracted 

from OpenCalais. 

We integrated crawler tools in the bottom layer, text clustering, similarity calculation, 

Google translate and the CALAIS module. Figure 8 shows the results of provenance 

through the interface. 

 

 

Figure 8. Automatic Discovery Systems for Web Paper Provenance 

We change the threshold Ts for different values and test the precision at different 

thresholds, Ts=0.5-0.9, the precision can be achieved between 87.6% and 90.1%. 

 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, based on the PROV-O, we proposed a new model named PROV-POL 

which enables to analyze on-line paper. Data provenance and text processing method are 

applied to analysis the derivation of web papers. Taking GM food web pages as a case 

study, we apply linked data and semantic web technology to acquire the provenance of the 

Web. This will help to judge relevance and trustworthiness of information on Web. 

Overall, we have shown that text similarity combined with PROV model and linked data 

is a good start towards reconstructing the provenance and applied in provenance tracing. 
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